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A SIMPLIFIED DESCRIPTION OF SPHERICAL AND CYLINDRICAL BLAST WAIIBS 

1, Introduction, 

The purpose of the present analysis is to demonstrate 

the possibility of obtaining a satisfactory description of 

the initial phases of spherical and cylindrioal blasts, without 

having to go through a numerical integration of the Eulerian or 

Lagrangian flow equationer. To accomplieh this, some recent 

developments in shock dynamics are used and extended where 

necessary. In addition, a technique has been devised by which 

It is possible to give the motion of a contact front in terms of 

flow propertlea carried to the front by the characteristics meeting 

It. It i8 hoped that some of these results may be applicable to 

the nwerioal integration of general flow equations, whose 

solutions contain moving boundaries auch as shocks and contact 

fronts 

I 

ReGent theoretical and experlmental studies of spherical 

and cylindpical blast waves [Ref .1,23,7,8 J enable us to give 

the following qualitative description of these processes, 

at time t = 0 a gas sphere (or cylinder) of radius x = xo 

under high internal& pres,sure, p = p4, . to be in a itill air 

atmosphere at pressure p = pop .p4 >> poo, The names "gas" 

'and "air$" respectively, will henceforth be used to describe 

the fluids initially within and outside of this sphere, For 

t > 0 an equalization (explosion) process takes place. 

initial point t = Os x = xo the region x - > O9 t > 0 can be 

Assurae 

A t  the 



separated into five domains (Pigol)o (O), undisturbed air3 (l), 

air which has been overtaken by the rnaln blast waved (2) ,  gas 

under the influence of the air5 (3 ) ,  expanding gas uninfluenced 

by the outside air) (4), gas not yet disturbed by the expansion, 

The gas In region (2) and the air in region (1) are separated by 

a codtact front, Also, a secondary shock develops and separates 

regions (3) and (2) , 

The Interesting phenomenon of a secondary shock appears 

only In spherioal (and cylindrical) flows and does not arise in 

one dlaensiopal shock tube atudies. For the latter the main shock 

and the expansion come into an intatanterneous equilibrium, being 

separated by a region of' uniform presaure and velocity. Physical 

reasoning given in the literature [@.e., E,l] for the secondary 

shock formation is that the high pressure gas upon gaming through 

a spherical rarefaction wave must expand to lower pressures than 

those reached through an equivalent Qne-dImmeiOnal expansion. 

This is Uue to the lnareaase of volume, Bc4oau~1e of this "over- 

expanelon", the grrcassrures art the tail of the rtar@feotlon wave 

are lower than the precaeulres tranarnlttwl bask by the main ahoek 

and a oompreesiom, or m~conU ahock, mueO be inrsertted to oonnmt  

the two phasea. more4 mathw.atIoa1 reasoning the situation is 

further ) .  olarlfied: the centered exganslon omplitshed through 

the negative charscterlstlos (slope = - a where u I s  

particle velocity and 8 18 sound speed), The characteristias 
I 

at the head of the wave point in the deoreasing x dlreotion 

(subsonic flow). They then fan around to the increasing x direction 

as the velocity Inoreaseso Negative characteristics are also 
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The determination of the main shock wave separating regions 
@ (0) and (1) is much s$qrgler than that of. the seqondary shock. 

This is because the flow ahead of the main shock in region (0) 

is uniform, and direct application of the "shock-area" relation, 

without extensions, suffices. As a consequence of the form of 

the "shock-area" relation the x and t coordinates of the 

main shock are determined paramekrically a8 functions of shock 

Mach number. Similarly, slnce the contact front and secondary 

shock are determined by extrapolation of the known flow 

conditions at the main shock, their coordinates are also 

determined a8 parametric funotione of the main shouk Mach 

number. Therefore, starting at the initial point with the 

known main shock Haeh number, small Incremental steps in this 

Mach number are made. Corresponding to each Increment, a point 

on the main shock, contact front, and secondary shock are determined. 

Throughout the present analysis, the effects of entropy changes 

are neglected. This does not affect the calculations in the ex- 

pansion region (3) since the expansion is isentropic. As the 

seoondwy shock starts;.lt I s  weak, and entropy changes in region 

(2) are small near the origin. 

area rule, it is seen, us-ing Whitham's derivation, that the 

characterisbic differential relation used does .not contain entropy 

terms explicitly. - .Us.o, the flow quantities appearing. there are 

evaluated immediately behind the shock by use.of' the Hugoniot 

In the application of the shock- 

ahock relations,. Hence, if the flow ahead.of the shock is 

c isentropic, entropy considerations will not affect the shock 

motion; this is the case for both the main and secondary shock. 



The contact front, being a particle path, carries a constant 

entropy, opO as in the present problem, the change in entropy 

across the front is constant. It is seen,, then, that the 

only place where neglect of entropy changes could affect the 

calculations is in the extrapolation of flow properties from 

the main shock through the small region (1) to the contaot front, 

In Section 2 an approximate solution to the flow in the 

expansion region (3) is detemnined, Since the flow near the 

initial point can be accurately described by one dimensional 

shock tube theory, the full solution 18 approximated by perturbing 

about the known one dlgaeneional solution. Equations deacribing 

the main shock and negative chtwacteristics Ltn region (1) are 

derived in Section 3. In Seotion 4 the contaot front and ' 

negative characteristics in region (2) are determined by the 

utilization of known fluid dyncamical properties of contact 

discontinuities. The secondary shock equations are obtained 

in Section 5. Here, both the "weak-shook" theory and the 

extended '18hock-arre8r1 rule are presented, 

specific problem ia treated, and results are compared with other 

solutions to this problem. 

The present analysis will desqribe the motion of the 

secondary shock as it initially move@ oukwapd and until it 

is-lly implodes at the origin. Beyond that time, its motion 

cannot be given.by this theow. Slmnilarrly, thii aisle will 

roughly delineate the region of validity for the main ehockmd 

contact front approximtionag. 

8 
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Substituting the relations (3) and (4) into the negative 
oharacteristic equation (2), and retaining lowest order terms 

an equation for S is obtainedr 

where R = tH(al), and H I s  defined in (11). Writing (12) 

in aharaoterlstiu fom,  

r -  . +  . - 

The first of' equations (13):give for  the characteriatics the 

lines x-1 = Lt, where L I s  constant along each characterlatic. 

Along the characteristics, (13) also gives 
-. 9. . 



Since u1 and a1 are, constant along the aharaoteriatic 

lines, (14) can be integrated immediately to give 

Letting L - (x-l)/t a i d  using equabion (4) we have 

nu & t - 2 [x-1 - log x]  
2(x-l) 

For determination of the seoondary shook It i e s  neoesreary $0 

have the equation for the negative charaoteristicr. The lowest 

order approximation for this equation is x = 1 + Lt. However, 

by using the above results, a better approximation can be obtained. 

To get this we first obtain u - a by taking a groper linear 

combination of (11) and (15) 

Along the negative characteristics we have 

dx 7 i F = u - a .  

TO facilitate integration of the above, the right side of (16) 

is simplified by aaauralng x = 1 + Lt, and tal, al, and X,, 







= constante 

Using the dimensionlese coordinates introduced in (3) we have the 
relation between t, and M9 along the Shock, 

% Where is defined in equation (22) 

The motion of the main shock a6 a function of it6 Mach number 

. is given by equations (23) and (24) in conJunetion with an initial 

oonditlon specifying I t s  porsltion and Mach number at  a certain time. 

Ordinarily, the conditions are preecribed at the inatant of deto- 

nation, 

gas bubble at high pressure, the initial shock Mach number could 

be detekBQined by m e  of one dimenszonal shock tube theory. 

Specifically, if it were'asswed that the gas insick the bubble 

were steady with pressure and sound speed p4 and a4# and that 

the outside atmosphere were steady at po and -aoo the one 

c$imen8ional theory would give the following relation which the 

If, for example, we were conaidering the burtilting of a 

- '  

e 
, 





parameter M, which is the shock Mach number. 

Q 
4.  Contact Fronto 

The contact front separates the gas in region (2) from the 

The information about the front required for air In region (1). 

the present analysis is the location of the front, and the change 

in slope of the negative characteristic upon cro8sing the front, 

It will be seen in the next section that it is necessary for 

the determination of the secondary shock to know the slope of 

the negative characteristics in region (2). However, as will be 

shown belowp in order to determine this slope one must know not 

only the characteristic(s slope in region (1) but also the looation 

of the point where the characteristic crosses the contact front. 

In generalo pressure and normal velocity are continuous, 

and density and temperature may undergo jump discontinuities 

across contact fronts. Since the present analysis is concerned 

with flows which are purely spherical or cylindricalj i o e o p  with 

one space dimension, contact fronts are always normal to the flow 

diP€?Otion, and velocity 18 continuous across the front, 

A8 the contact front-move8 wlth the local particle velocity, 

up it will be met by positive chaPacteri8tics, slope u + a. 
from region (2) and negative characteristics, slope' u - a, from 

region (I). 

values - we. 8h a88u~ie equation (ll), which gives 7 a + u 

In order to determine the positive characteristic 
1 1 . . *  

Y- 
o be applicable in-region (2))- this due to the 

fact that the secondary shockp separating regions (2) and (3) ,  

Its initially very weak. Letting &2$ Q1 and wZp w1 denote 





obtain the slope of the negative characteristics in region (2) 

in terms of known quantities by elimlnating Ql from equations 

(27) and (28) . 

Evaluation of (29 )  is not direct, since w1 is known only 

% &[8 a function of main shock Mach number (eqn.(26)) and 

known only as a point function of x and t (eqn.(U). We 

must determine, therefore, the (x,t) coordinates of the contact 

front in term8 of the parameter PI. 

is 

First we express a1 in terms of w1 and &2 : sinoe 

velocity is continuous across the contact front 

combining this with the first of equations' (28) 

. 2% - w1 
"1 2 a2i 

qq 1 +  
0 

Next, let xo = c(tc) be the equation of the contact front. 

The negative characteristic. given in equation (26) meets the 

contact front at the point (xc,tc). Hence, at this point 

- 22 - 
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I 

Differentiating with respeut to tc we have 

Primes indiaate differeneiation with respect to M. ALP the 

contaut front novel with loclarl gartiole velocllty, 

= u. do dxo 
q=-=% 

Combining the two above equations, uaing w - u - a 
3 .  a1 = -  d M {  x; + w'(t l o r n  -t ) - WltA (31) 

Eliminating al froln (30) and (31) we obtain a differential 

equation relating t, and M 

Equation (32) together with 

( 3 3 )  x C = xm + wl(#)(to-t,) 

- 23 - 



define the coordinates of the contact front (xc,tc) as 

functions of the parameter M. This result enables UI t o  

evaluate the change in s1op.e of' the negative ., characteristic 

upon crossing the contact front as given in ( 2 9 ) .  In fact, 

we have directly the negative characteristics in region (2) 

x = x + (t-tc)w2 , (34)  C 

where tc and xc are given by (32) arid (3% and W2 is 

given by (29). 

5. Seuondary Shock. 
We now have enough information about the flow to fit the 

secondary shock between regions (3) and (2). It is seen that 

tholae negative characteristics arising in the expansion region 

(3) tend to fan into the Increasing x direution. Those which 

arise at the main shock will tend to point more and more toward 

the deareasing x direction. This I s  due to the fact that the 

ehouk weakens ae.it expands, as can be inferred from equations 

(22) or (23). 
which is the characteristlc slope, decreases. 

_ .  
Thuao 'as the shouk we&eis the quktity u1 - al, 

_-.A I * ; - 1 5  

The secondary shock must- be inserted so that the shock 
3 

relations are satisfied. For a weak ahock the shock conditions 

slhow that its slope at each point in the 

average of the slopes of the characteristios meeting it. 

(x,t) plane is the 

Since 

we have the equations, (17) and (s), describing the characteristics 

which meet the shock, we can, using a technique developed by @ 
- 24 - 
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Whitham [Ref.g], obtain the shock motion. 

The characteristias which arise in the expansion fan 

and at the main shock are-respectively 

x = 1 + Lt + f(x,t) 

x = xo + W2(t’t , )  

(35) 

where f ( x , t )  regrersents term appearing In equation (l7), 
and Xo’ to, and w2 are functions of main shook Mach number, 

PD, as given in equations (33), (32) and (29) Assuming the 

secondary Bhock path to be given by 

xS = 1 + s(ts) 

we have along the shock path 

S(t,) = w 2 ( t r a - t e )  + xc - 1 
- Lts + f(x,+(ts-t,)w2,t,) 0 

Expre8sing the shock slope as the average of the oharaoteristie 

slopes as obtained from (35), 

Q Letting the parameters PP and L and the variable xB a l l  be 





where 

Equation (39) is rather messy and must be solved by an 
5 is the initial Mach number of the main shock wave, 

iterative numerical technique. Since for a fixed Ivl the 

right hand side of (39) increases monotonically with t, and 

the left hand side 161 a function of PI alone, it is possible, 

f o r  each increment in M, to solve for the corresponding ts 

by a <simple ‘‘trial and error” scheme. Onoe t, is determined, 

xs io given by 

I 

I 

xs = x + w2(tlS-tc)* (40) C 

The technique described above, while useful to describe 

the initial motion of the secondary shock, is valid only when 

this shock is still weak. In the present sltuation, however, this 

shock strengthens a8 it is carried outward by the expanding gases 

and another method must be used to describe its subsequent motion. 

(The change-over point for a hlpecific problem was arbitrarily 

chosen to be either when the ahock begin8 to turn back toward 

the origin or where, Che shook atrength becomes 1 in magnitude, 

whichdver comes first. 

as Ms - 1, where MS is the shock Maah number.) 

Shook strength isr defined in this cam 

For moderate to strong.ahooks, the technique derived in 

Section 3 for describing the main blast wave la applicable. 

It murat be altered in the present mse,  since the flow corning 

into the secondary ahook is non-uniform and terns deacrribing this 

Incoming flow variation along the shook must be included. 

this we start with the charaeteristio differential relation 

To BO 
Q 
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corresponding to (201, but this time, since the negative 

characteristics are the ones coming into the shock, we use @ 

dp - padu P - a2un dx 
u- a 

As the expansion region (3) is one of isentropic flow, 

The Hugoniot relatione given in (21) are used with the variables 

80' Po9 Po replaced by a3, p3# p3' Also the velocity relation 

Is altered to account for the fact that the shock is backward 

facing and the f low in region (3) is non-stationary, giving 

where H = (u3-Us)/a39 and Us is the secondary shock velocity. 

Substituting these relations Into (41) we obtaip equations whioh 

hold along the secondary shock 

- 28 - 





dimensional shock tube theory (Appendix .A) ,  is 1.846. 
the constant on the right hand side-of the main shock equation 

(23) is 26.1. 

made dimensionless with respect to the flow in region (0), are as 

follows, at the initial point x = 1, t = 0% 

With this, 

For this case the sound speed and particle velocity, 

uo - 0 
u1 1.087 

u2 = 1.087 

a. = 1 

al = 1.252 

a2 = 429 
1 x- 1 a3 " C ( 5  - + 

u4 = 0 a4 = 1. 

The leading characteristic of the expansion fan in region (3) is 

(x=l)/t = -1. 

For region (3) we have, corresponding to equations (ll), 

(16) and (17) 

x-1 x-1 
(5 - +(l + -+ x-1 lo x 

C(l + +  - - ,*)I x-. 1 
t (6.16) u3 - a3 e; - - 

. 72 

The contact front is 
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wl(M) is the negative characteristic slope, u - a, in region 

(l), it is evaluated, as a function of the main shock Mach 

number M, by using the Hugoniot relations in equation (21). 

In region (2) the negative characteristic slope, w2, is 

In Figure 2 the present theory is compared with that of 

Boyer and Brode. The results of several experimental explosions 

carried out by Boysr are indicated by dashed lines. 

work, numerically integrating the Lagrangian equations of motion, 

is indicated by solid lines. The preraent theory i e r  given by the 

curves composed of heavy dots. A simplified determination of the 

secondary shock is indicated by X ' S .  For this the one-dimensional 

solution was used in region (3 )*  

larat term in equations ( 6 x i ) ,  (6.16) auld ( 6 . 1 7 ) ~  and also setting 

Rrodegs 

'phis is given by omitting the 

f and fx equal to aero in the secondary shock equation (39). 

The time to compute the two shocks the contact front on an 

IBM 704 was about 3 minuters. 

Since Boyer's experimental work involved the bursting of 

a glass sphere the differences between his result and Erode's 
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Appendix A. One Dimensional Shook Tube Theory. 

c9 
Consider a tube separated into two regions (Figure 3), eaoh 

region containing a unifom stationary gas but at different 

pressuree, The separation point is asetuaed to be at x = 0,  of 

a ooosdinate along the tube, m d  the high pressure region i l p  in 

x < 0, At time t = 0 the aeparation is removed ranU a shook 

move8 into the uniform region (0)o 

by a contact frontB are both uniform and have the same pressure 

Regions (1) and (2), separated 

and particle velooi ty .  

separating the uniform regions (4) and (2),  Knowing the flow 

properties in regions (0) and (4) it 1s desired to determine 
the shock strength m d  the slope of the la8t aharacterietic of 

Region (3) is er oentered expansion 

region (318 lee., the characteristio separating regions (2) and (3). 
In the expansion r&on the solution is [Ref .5 ,p . l&]  

where p, tg The mgomiot shock relations giving u1 and 

P1 are 

SPnce the velocity and pressure are continuous acros8 the oontaut 

Q 
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front, u2 and p2 are alrjlo given by ( A . 2 ) .  Letting S 

denote the slope of the last characteristic of the expansion 

region (3), we have at this characterietic due to continuous 

velocity and pressure 

9 

Eliminating S in ( A . 3 )  an equation for M is obtained 

mls gives the required shock Mach number in terms of the initial 

conditions. 

I 
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